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Workshop on Operators vs Quantifiers 
30 June – 2 July 2016,  Barcelona 
A number of age-old and recent debates in several branches of philosophy depend in 
some way on the competition between two apparently different approaches to 
modelling linguistic phenomena: on the one hand the approach that employs binding 
expressions (e.g. quantifiers) and variables, and on the other hand the approach that 
employs intensional operators.  

For example, the most standard approach to modality treats expressions like 
“possibly” as intensional operators. A competing approach treats them as binding 
quantifiers (“There is a possibility x, such that …”). In the treatment of tense, the 
situation is reverse: the traditional intensional treatment of phenomena of tense, as 
introduced by Prior, is now a minority view, while a quantificational treatment has 
become standard. Analogous alternatives present themselves in the treatment of 
countless other embedding expressions that shift some feature: “somewhere”, “in some 
way”, “on every standard”, “given what he knows” etc.  

In fact, even “some” and “all” can be modeled not only as variable-binding 
expressions but also as operators, as in an Aristotelian syllogistic or term logic. 
Famously, the inventor of logic himself started logic off without variables, which 
prompted Geach to complain that Aristotle had started it off on the wrong foot. An 
unjustified complaint, as has been shown by many, including Schönfinkel, Quine and 
Sommers. The present-day controversy in semantics between the standard approach 
and a variable-free semantics à la Jacobson seems to be  the contemporary version of 
this dispute. 

It may be an historical accident that the most mainstream semantic approaches 
combine an operator treatment of some phenomena with a quantifier treatment of 
other phenomena. Only some extremists argue for a variable-free pure operator 
approach (e.g. Jacobson), or for a operator-free pure variable binding approach (e.g. 
Schaffer). 

It therefore seems worth exploring what exactly is at stake in a choice between the 
alternatives: Do we need to employ both operators and quantifiers in a mixed 
semantics? If so, are there any principled reasons for deciding which approach to use 
in which case? Are there reasons of theoretical convenience or elegance? If we do not 
need to employ both, which of the two purist approaches should we choose? 
Invited Speakers (confirmed): 
• Michael Glanzberg (Northwestern) 
• Hans Kamp (Texas at Austin, Stuttgart) 
• Louise McNally (Universitat Pompeu Fabra) 
• Brian Rabern (Edinburgh) 
Proposals for workshop contributions are invited by 31 January 2016. Please send an 
anonymized 1000-word summary of your proposed contribution in PDF format to 
semcon@gmx.com. Your name and affiliation should be given in the body of the email, 
but not in the summary. We aim to tell proponents whether their proposals have been 
accepted by 28 of February 2016.  
The project will fund the accommodation of speakers during the conference at the 
Residencia d’Investigadors, c/Hospital (also the venue for talks on 2 July). 


